TincTract Dosing
Welcome to the New Era in Herbal Medicine!
Pure Health TincTract®s are finally here!
Are you still using herbal extracts utilizing the out dated extraction processes based on the work of eclectic practitioners from the late
1800’s? Although these processes were ground breaking at the time, the limitations induced by alcohol extraction have never been
overcome but the knowledge of how to effectively use glycerin has led to a new dimension of herbal medicine that previously could
not be matched.

Experience the Power of Nature’s Raw Synergy
Alcohol not only denatures, renders inert and/or destroys many vitamins in herbs, it has been documented to destroy many nutrients
in the digestive tract as well.
Even though alcohol may be a great sterilizing agent (due to its disinfecting and dissociating nature) it renders useless so many
constituents and nutrients that a pure ethyl grain alcohol-based product is actually very limited in its potential and therapeutic
benefits, especially those nutritionally related, when compared to the broad benefits contained in a TincTract® brand processed liquid
herbal glycerite. This is not to say that an alcohol prepared herbal product doesn’t have its place. It’s just that it is becoming more
evident to those who use both types of preparations that a fair evaluation supports the premise that TincTract® brand glycerites are
more versatile in their applications. In fact, over time as most health practitioners, herbalists and consumers use TincTract® brand
‘true’ alcohol-free products they seldom use any other liquid preparation thereafter, especially alcohol prepared ones, so impressed
are they with the versatility and efficacy of TincTract® brand glycerites.
The bottom line is that the status of grain alcohol being the ‘preferred’ extractive medium for herbs is not only outdated but no
longer supported in either a scientific or intrinsic sense. For most of a century a premise, that was outdated within 20 years of its
introduction, has been dogmatically held to while the facts show differently. Truth is, though more expensive, Glycerin is more
versatile, safer and beneficial than alcohol is intrinsically capable of ever being.

A New Paradigm in Dosing!
Herb/Fluid ratio numbers, as they are popularly used, are meaningless as far as any perceived and/or assumed market or sciencebased quality standard is concerned. No ‘numbers game’ here… either the products work or they don’t. It’s called an ‘Efficacy
Standard,’ and it’s the only factor that best defines what ‘Ratio-Intact’ Synergy Sparing is, meaning that the naturally occurring ratios
between the various components of an herb are retained. ‘Effectiveness’ is the most important defining factor that determines the
‘real’ quality of an herbal product. It’s what ‘Genuine TincTract® Made’ is all about.

How to Dose a Pure Health TincTract®?
Due to the synergistic efficacy of Pure Health TincTract®s, blends as well as singular herbs are dosed at the same rate (as below).
When making a blend, simply calculate the amount of each herb based on their individual importance to your patient. It’s so simple!
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